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Foreword 

Anna Sirnoni's contacts with the LOW Countries go back more than 50 years; her 
involvement in Dutch studies came almost 20 years later and started - like so many 
important personal moves in life - by accident. Anna joined the British Museum 
library in ,950 as an Assistant Keeper second class. Having come to grips with Paniz- 
Zi's cataloguing rules, she compiled (with Dennis E. Rhodes) two volun~es of additions 
to Halkett and Laing's Dictionary ofAnonymous and Pseudonymous English Lilerature (1956, 
1962) and took her early steps on the road of a lifetime's devotion to Dutch literary and 
bibliographical studies by reading the proofs of the Sboa- Title Catalogue ofBookspriszted 
in theNetherlands and Belgium.. ,1470 to 1600, now in the British Musuem (1965). As she had 
some knowledge of Dutch and of Holland - acquired during a brief visit to Scheven- 
ingen in 1938 - she was made responsible for the library's Dutch collections, their 
acquisitions and cataloguing. It would not be unfair to say that she was thrown in at 
the deep end, but she swam, and mastered her new element with a thoroughness and 
an enthusiasm that have remained her chief characteristics over the following 
decades. Both were based on her insatiable curiosity, her need to know and her 
determination to find out. This determination led her to explore obscure and seem- 
ingly unlikely sources; it also led her to find, make and keep a host of devoted helpers 
and friends, in the Netherlands, in Flanders and in Britain. Her inquisitiveness, her 
ever-widening knowledge, and - above all -her boundless generosity attracted other 
scholars in her field, whether already established or young and untried, who relied on 
her help and who shared their own knowledge with her. She never failed to encourage 
scholarly talent in those around her and her enthusiasm was an inspiration to many of 
her colleagues in the British Library and elswhere. 

Though she had studied in Turin, Genoa and Glasgow, where she obtained a 
degree in classics, she was largely self-taught in Dutch bibliography. This makes her 
achievements the more remarkable. In the British Library she has left three monu- 
ments behind: the collection of Dutch clandestine material with her catalogue Publish 
and befiee (197~)~ her massive Catalogue ofBooksj?om the Low Countvies 1601-1621 in the 
British Library (1990) and, perhaps most important of all for generations of scholars to 
come, the British Library's holdings of Dutch material which she built up from a 
relatively modest collection to arguably the best outside the Netherlands. She made 
many friends in the process, several of whom have contributed to this Festschrift: an 
act of respect, appreciation and love to Anna on her 75th birthday. 

MIRIAM M. FOOT 

ctor, Collections & Preservation 
sh Library 
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Bewitched by books: Anna Simoni 

Every large library with a great history seems to inexperienced visitors like a maze m which, 
~ ' t b o u t  expert he&, t h q  can waste a lot oftime. How firtunate I was tbat when-I jrst visited 
the Britisb Library on 6 September 1p76Anna Simoni W them to be my guide to one ofthe 
largest and most fascinating cokmons ofoMer Dutch imprints outjide the Low Countries. 
pJn'iher Wme nor since in any other library have I received such a warm andfiendly 
d o m e  as on that day in the imposing building in Great Russell Street. Not only did she give 
me II concise survg, of the possibilities f i jnd ing  systematicaUy the collection of 17th-cmtury 
impirtsfiwn the Dutch Republic, she also immediately invited me to a lunch. Both these 
acts are highly typical ofAnna as a helpfil curator and an engaging personality. Bath befre 
and @er me she has welcomed and advisedyoung scholars fiwn the Low Countries. Through 
her good o#ces the old and rare Dutch W& in London no longer m a i n  unread in the stacks. 
On tbc contrary, because of her these sources have been used increasindy in cultural and 
historical reseanh in the Low Counmmes and abroad. 

Anna Simonii publications ahoperF)m a bridging mk: to open up andpdicise the 
cokctians ofNeerlndica in the British Library. W .  knew befbre 1pl.i that the BL possessed 
such an extensive colkcncnon ofclandestine books that appeared in the Netberlunds during the 
occupation ofipqeq~? Tbose who know her life-histoty will understand why Annajdt 
amacted to tbese o f i  modest lit& books. Even fthe literary, inteUectual or aesthetic worth of 
tbese works is not very great, their emotional d u e  can scarcely be msnimated ft was these 
books that gave comfirt to pwpk in dtjicult cimum~krnces; they gave a ferling offiedom and 
fdkrsbip in a time o f d e  violence and barbaric oppssion, t h y  bolstered hopc fw a better 
fiture. Ifever a prize isgiven for the catalogue with the best title, then Publish and be free 
must be a candidate. This work contains much more than justfimMJ bibliographical 
descnption~~ the plennfd infomftion about authors, desijpm, printer$ and publishers doesfuU 
justice to the importance tbat &gdy and clandaftraftrnely printed books had and haw, namely as 
shining examples of spiritdlllfedom fcretching into the distantfiture. 

Few peopk willfeel c&d upon in middle age to begin a new, large-scale pngict to describe 
and make accessible pbcentury books fiam the Low CounhJes. The courage and energy with 
which Anna embarked upon her self-appointed task command$ admiration. Tbese books in 
pam'cularpose countless questions which take a long time to an=. In any event a 
conmbensive Knowkdge ofDutch bibliography, literature and art-h+ is a primary 
requisite. N u m m  workf appeared anonymously orpseudonymously. Antuai aim was to 
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specialist journals, but above all in her magnum opus, the Catalogue of Books from the 
Low Countries 1601-1621 in the British Library, she reported on herfindings,fir example 
the dtscovey of the ongiizal work on which the Dutch translation is based 

Many m o d m  managers of research libraries just cannot understand why the description of 
older books takes so much time and trouble. Ofim they have no idea at all of the problems which 
confront the scholar. For it isn 't sufficient to establish who is the author and who the translator; 
we also need to jnd  out where, when and by whom a work was printed and published For the 
17th centu y certainly there is very little bibliographical apparatus available to unmask the 
numerous fictitious addresses or to ascribe the many anonymous works to a particular 
workplace. Anrza has rightly seen it as one of the curatori tasks to solve bibliographical puzzles 
as far as possible. In so doing she has acted as a true ambasmdress of the Dutch book. Because 
of the relatively small linguistic area of Dutch, awareness abroad o f  Dutch book-history has 
been very limited With herpublications, reviews and countless translations from Dutch into 
Englirh, Anna has made an unparalleled cofzmtiution to a greater knowledge ofthe 
bibliographical research that is carried out in the Low Countries. 

Annn always knows how to formulate the right questions in a clear way and she calls on her 
many Belgian and Dutch fiends when she can't find the answer herself: F m  others have as 
much insight into the skill and care with which older books were made, and she is fully alive to 
the great culturo-historical value ofthe sources which surround her daily. This deeply-rooted 
awareness is apparent not only in her many publications, but above all in conversation with 
colleagues and visitors at the British Library. 

With this volume Anna Simoni>fiends in Britain and the Low Countries have the 
opportunity to thank hw for the great work which she has done in the service of the Dutch 
book. But I hope even more that this volume speaks her language: a language ofwarm humanity 
and fiendship. 

(Translated by Susan Roach) 

Editor? Introduction 

~ ~ m s ~  the Narrow Seas (a phrase borrowed from Lotte Hellinga's essay) could be the 
title of an account of Anna Simoni's own journeys back and forth between the Low 
Countries and Britain. Since the time she passed through the Netherlands on her way 
to the safery of Britain just before the outbreak of the Second World War she has 
crossed the North Sea and the Channel on numerous occasions, to visit libraries, to 
call on booksellers and, always, to maintain the personal and professional friendships 
to which she has committed herself so enthusiastically. 

I first approached friends and colleagues of Anna in 1988 with my ideas for a volume 
ofessays to celebrate her 71th birthday in 1991. The contributors were asked to suggest 
essays dealing with relations between Britain and the Low Countries in the earlier 
centuries which have so fascinated Anna. I had in mind a broad range of approaches: 
literary, bibliographical, cultural, political and art-historical. The resulting volume 
has elements of all these approaches and also covers a wide time-span, from the dawn 
of printing to the end of the Napoleonic Wars. 

The title has taken on two shades of meaning, on the one hand indicating a fixed 
position on one side ofthe water, and on the other denoting movement to and fro. The 
first meaning is reflected in the essays on Low Countries topics of special interest to 
Anna: freedom of the press in Leiden; Flemish engravings accompanying Neo-Latin 
poems; the printer Henrick van Hastens, and the binding of a volume published by 
Theodorus Crajenschot. The  second meaning comes out in a number of different 
ways. The  English travel to the Low Countries, either in person or in the form oftheir 
(translated) writings; Dutchmen come to London and visit the British Museum, 
celebrate the coronation of James I or, in the most famous example, take the crown 
from James II! One essay traces the origin and subsequent travels of a Dutch word. 
Books roam freely and come to rest in libraries in Ireland, Germany and London. 
Printers, artists and mapmakers influence each other without apparently finding the 
intervening waters a barrier to communication. 

The geographical area of the Low Countries dealt with here is essentially that of 
the modern Netherlands and Belgium but includes French towns like Douai and 
Saint-Omer which have in the past belonged to Flanders. It would have been a very 
tricky exercise to standardise throughout these essays the use of the various ad- 
jectives, Belgian, Dutch, Flemish, Netherlandic, in view of the complex history and 
changing status of the territories in question. I think that meanings will be clear in 
what each contributor has chosen for his or her essay. 

In the Europe of the 1990s and the next century the destinies of Britain and the Low 
Countries are set to become more and more intimately connected, but what I hope 
this volume shows is that we have been linked by ties of friendship and mutual 
influence for many centuries. 

It has been a great privilege and pleasure to work with the contributors to this volume. 
I am grateful to them all for their co-operation and support. I would like especially to 

' r . . .  . . .  . . . - .  
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Library, Dennis Rhodes and David Way, and in the home camp, Anna's husband, Bill 
Harvey, who has undertaken photography under false pretences and had to commit 
all sorts of minor perjury to keep the project a secret. 

S U S A N  ROACH 

9 July 1991 
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